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There should be no uncomfortable pressure points on the side of the head or behind the ears.

The nose piece should be comfortable and contact your nose without pinching.

You should be able see in all directions without major obstruction.

The overall weight of your safety eyewear should be evenly distributed between your ears  
and your nose so that frames sit comfortably on your face without distracting from tasks.

Frames should fit close to the face without hitting your eyelashes. The space around  
the frames and your face should be less than a pencil width. Gaps of less than or  
equal to 6-8mm are preferred. 

Lenses should cover eye brow and any soft tissue around it.

Eyewear should stay in place when you move your head front-to-back and side-to-side.

Safety eyewear should never be treated as one size fits all. Simply wearing any generic pair of safety eyewear 
isn’t enough to protect your eyes. Yes, it decreases the possibility of an injury. However, if your eyewear fits 
poorly or incorrectly, you’re putting yourself at a higher risk for injury. 

HexArmor’s German-engineered dual-injection mold technology, allows us to combine soft and hard 
components into flex frames that make them comfortable and durable, yet highly adaptive. They fit to most 
face widths or shapes – making wearability, protection, and compliance an easier endeavor. 

To ensure a proper fit, we recommend using our fit guide and reviewing eyewear descriptions and materials. 

Eyewear Fit Guide
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How to Care for Your Eyewear
The number one cause for scratched or underperforming safety eyewear lenses 
is improper cleaning. Incorrect handling and storage can also cause unnecessary 
damage to lenses. 

Follow these simple care and cleaning steps to increase the life of HexArmor safety eyewear:

Lightly blow off any loose dirt or debris from your lenses.

Rinse your lenses with cool water. HexArmor eyewear is engineered to have 
excess dirt cleanly wash off the lens without sticking.

At your HexArmor cleaning station, spray the cleaning solution directly onto the lenses. 

Use a lens-safe tissue (provided at the HexArmor cleaning station) to dry and wipe clean. 

If you’re not immediately putting the safety eyewear on, store it in a safe spot or in a pouch or 
case. Never put unprotected safety eyewear in your pocket. 

If a cleaning station is not available, use a soft, dry microfiber cloth to gently wipe your lenses. 

In addition to properly cleaning, check your safety eyeglasses before you put them on to 
ensure that the lenses and frames are intact. If anything is defective, replace immediately. 
Inspection is the first line of protection. 
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